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PRIMULA CUSICKIANA
Mrs. A. C. U. Herry, Portland, Oregon
Primula Cusickiana is one of our loveliest American Primulas, it grows
in Northeastern Oregon, in Union county and the Wallowa mountains; it
is difficult to find, difficult to grow, difficult to bloom. No one of whom I
know has been completely successful with it, though I know of three i n stances where it flowered in cultivation: in Mrs. Nettie Gale's wonderful
nursery of native plants, in Dr. Gabrielson's first garden, both of these in
the open, and once, in a pot, for me.
It is such a lovely thing; the flowers deep purple with a yellow eye, and
at times as fragrant as a violet. To me, it is one of the loveliest Primulas
I have ever seen, the appeal is not on the spectacular side—just the perfect proportion, beautiful color, and fragrance.
Several times after collecting it, I have sent plants and seeds to England, to people who were skillful growers of other Primulas. So far no one
has bloomed it. But in one garden, where the seeds germinated, it has
come up and died down each year for four years. I was told by someone in
Wallowa that it takes from five to seven years for the plant to reach
blooming size, surely a record of some sort. Two and a half years ago I
sent some plants to England, and one or two are still alive, perhaps there
is still hope of flowers.
It is not an easy plant to find, out of bloom you could pass it easily without recognizing it; as it goes dormant, it resembles a Dodecatheon, but
the seed-pod is a true Primula one. I have seen it growing in such diverse
situations that I hardly know what would be best for it. The first plants
we found were growing within 25 feet of the trunk of a large pine tree,
growing in a semi-circle, part shade. The second time on a sunny slope,
where a tiny rill of water cascaded down, the plants growing up on little
humps of soil and grass. The third time, we had given up hope of finding
it, and were just going to sit down i'or lunch, when the wind blew a most
heavenly perfume toward us. \Ve dropped everything, dashed over the
brow of the hill, and there it was, growing in profusion. I even found two
special color forms, one white, one rose. How I wish I had left them there,
instead of bringing them home to an untimely death.
But one of the plants collected then lived and bloomed in a six inch pot.
I cannot remember the mixture of soil I gave it, it is so many years ago.
But after it went dormant, 1 put the pot on the n.orth side of the house,
and gave it a little water—very little—once a week, and kept it in the cold
frame over the winter. The next spring I had my reward. Alas, that was
the plant, I gave to Will Ingwerson to take back to England with him. I
thought I had learned how to handle it, but never again have I been successful.
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Last spring 1 saw it again, in the Wallowas, this time the loveliest,
of all. Growing under a pine tree in a semi-circle, so thick together it
was a wonder how it survived and this time with more shade than
sun. I dug up just one plant, the roots were shallow, there was, perhaps,
two or three inches of rubble in which they rooted, below that the
ground was riddled with pebbles (drainage) but felt hard and unhospitable for plant roots, they evidently did not like it because the
roots had not penetrated at all.

Does this Primula dry out completely in summer? I wonder. In some
places 1 think so, in others, not. When Dr. Gabriolson pointed out to
me in July where he had collected it in May, (incidentally it was growing and blooming through the melting snow) it was a place as hard
and dry as a rock, lint in other places, I am certain there is a trace of
underground moisture and there surely are summer thunder storms in
those mountains.
I have often thought that plants from Union County might be more
amenable to cultivation, it is so much lower than the Wallowas, but
so far my search has gone unrewarded.
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A SYMPOSIUM ON PRIMULA SIEBOLDII
In the hope of encouraging more interest in Primula Sieboldii, we
have asked three successful growers of this satisfying plant, and flower
to tell of their experiences:
Mrs. Marguerite R. Clarke, Clackamas, Oregon
Primula Sieboldii is one of the most satisfactory of the Asiatics. The
average gardener, limited for time, energy, and space, when forced to decide which of the hundreds of Asiatic Primulas he should grow will do
well to consider P. Sieboldii. It was named for Siebold, the German who
discovered for us so many Japanese plants and shrubs. The species was
found in southern Siberia as well as Japan where it is said to have been
grown for over two hundred years. At least we know the Japanese have
been responsible for its hybridization.
The soft, crumply foliage and delicate fringed flowers, suggesting tender greenhouse material, are most misleading, because Sieboldii is very
hardy and almost indestructible. The flower stems are eight to twelve
inches tall with four to eight blossoms, each about an inch in diameter.
These five-petaled flowers resembling Phlox, vary in form. Some resemble
the cross forms found in microscopic photographs of snowflakes. The
colors range from purest white, blush-pink, pink, orchid to rose-red. The
bluish lavender, "Dora" and "Southern Cross", as well as the pink forms
of the "Cross" type are the most beautiful.
The startling beauty of a drift of P. Sieboldii in the shady garden during
April and May is enough reason for growing it. However, it has other fine
qualifications. Here in the Northwest it is the easiest and least demanding plant. Partial shade and a well-drained woodland soil are necessary.
The texture of the soil must be light enough to permit the creeping
rhizomes ample room, for Sieboldii's beauty is magnified when grown
undisturbed for several years in the same location.
. Since Sieboldii's root growth is shallow and of a creeping habit, hand
weeding and mulching are essential. Well-rotted leaf mold is excellent
for the early spring mulch, peatmoss for summer mulch when foliage dies
down. Where rains are heavy a mulch in early fall is also advisable. The
spring and summer mulches are intended to conserve moisture and keep
the roots cool, the winter mulch serves as frost protection and keeps the
heavy rains from spoiling the texture of the soil. The one pest to guard
against is the strawberry weevil. Though the weevil does not seem to
attack this Primula quite as badly as some others it, is advisable to keep
up the usual baiting program just "in case."
Sieboldii is easily propagated by division or root cuttings. The fine,
large, heavy-textured, flat flowers in clear tones should be selected for
this purpose. For those with a creative nature there is ample opportunity
for hybridizing and selection from growing seedlings. A flat of seedlings
always has something new to offer in color or form. Many feel that growing Sieboldii from seed is difficult. The germination of fresh Sieboldii
seed sowed in hot weather is often uncertain. In nature the seed probably
matured, dropped on the ground, wras covered by snow and ice before it
had the opportunity to germinate. Only with the warm weather in spring
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did it finally sprout. For Sieboldii, even the freshest seed, something approximating nature's process seems necessary. In the colder sections the
seed can be sowed in late fall and left out all winter. In warmer localities
the seed can be artificially frozen and planted in the coolest part of the
year. The extra effort spent on growing Sieboldii from seed is compensated for by having a Primula which is frost and drouth resistant and
hence can be grown anywhere in the United States.

R. E. Kartack, Barahoo, Wis.
The merits of P. Sieboldii, as a garden plant, are not, generally recognized. This may be so because it cannot easily adapt itself where winters
are mild. In all the territory from the upper Mississippi Valley to the Atlantic the winters are long and cold supplying a condition agreeable to its
temperament. Once established a colony of P. Sieboldii will tolerate the
hottest and driest summers. Kven though neglected, and obliged to
struggle for existence, it will hold its own; and will continue to flower and
increase in numbers year after year.
From the time the crisp, light green, plumose foliage emerges until the
flowers fade it is a charming plant. After seed bearing it becomes dormant and completely vanishes except for the rhizomes which tend to
work to the surface and are finally exposed, in their natural state a mulch
of leaves and dying vegetation covers the rhizomes. In cultivation we can
do a better job by placing a layer of leaf mould over the bed to the depth
of about an inch. That, aside from keeping the weeds in check, is the only
care the plants require until there is evidence of crowding. When the
flowers diminish in size it is time to break up the bed and reset the
rhizomes in more commodious quarters. They like a fibrous loam, well
drained situation, and some shade.
Plants come readily from seed, which is here produced in abundance.
If seed is wanted a very close watch must be kept as they mature during
the hottest weather. The capsules suddenly burst and the seeds shed. We
find fall sowing, in an open bed, is best; allowing nature to effect germination in its own way. The seedlings will show up in May, but development will be slow. It is wise to sow the seeds sparsely and let the young
plants remain in the seed bed until the end of August. Then they can be
safely moved. As there are likely to be more inferior seedlings than good
ones, it is a good plan to set the seedlings in a trial row until they flower.
Then the best can be selected and transferred to permanent beds.
The Cortusoides Section, in addition to Sieboldii, embraces a number
of relatively easy species. Cortusoides, Kisoana, and Polyneura do well
here, but none surpass Sieboldii in ease of culture. All are interesting
species, but Sieboldii is the best of the Section.
Many years ago when Primulas were doing their pioneering in our garden—probably the first determined effort to grow them in Wisconsin, I
found a clone of Sieboldii in an old garden on the shore of Lake Michigan.
I had never before seen a Sieboldii, and could not then identify it. It being
a Primula and I a persistent Primula enthusiast I could not suppress my
curiosity as to its history, nor my desire to possess it. The best informa-
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tioii I could get was that the seed came from Germany in the hand luggage
of a lady, who with her family, settled in Wisconsin in the 1870s. For
all I know the clone might have directly descended from plants brought
to Germany by Phillip Franz Von Siebold in whose honour the species
was named. At any rate this clone became established in Wisconsin
not so many years after P. Sieboldii was introduced to European gardens.
We have named it the Keitel variety. As it flowers here it is a good rose
pink. In a favourable season the blooms will be fully two inches in
diameter and the stems 12" high. The plants have responded to good
culture, both in size and wealth of bloom; and there has been some
change in the colour tone, which can be attributed to our glacial soil.
The peculiar thing about this variety is its blooming time. It comes
a week or ten days ahead of any of the other strains of Sieboldii. As is
typical of most clones its progeny does not come true from seed. No
mention would now be made of this variety had not an eminent Primula
grower visited our garden a few years ago, at blooming time, and pronounced it a Sieboldii of merit.

Mrs. John M. Young, Portland, Oregon
I have not found Sieboldii hard to grow. They seem to do well in
any shaded area of my garden. 1 have moved them around from place
to place; even though the situation differs somewhat, they seem to
thrive. My soil is a mixture of clay and gravel to which I have added
from time to time leaf mold, peat, rotted sawdust and compost.
I have planted seed both in summer just after it was ripe and in January. Results in germination seem about the same. They have grown
easily for me with one exception. One July when seed was ripe I planted
Auricula, Polyanthus and Sieboldii at the same time in the same growing
medium. In a couple of weeks some began to sprout—only the Sieboldii
did not show. I kept all pans moist but in September I concluded the
Sieboldii were not going to grow so I put them aside, intending to throw
the pot of soil out, though it was not done immediately Winter snows
were heaped on the pot. Later when tidying the yard, I picked up the old
Sieboldii pot to empty it, when to my great surprise, there were my
hand pollinated seedlings—all up! That pot of seed had no water from
September to January. I did not dream they would ever show life. This
exprience may explain the difficulty some have had in trying to germinate Sieboldii seed. Apparently they are able to resist periods of drouth.
I am accustomed to dividing them often, annually, or at most every
two years. In the fall the roots have a tendency to rise to the surface
of the ground. At this time they will fall apart easily for division.
If not divided these exposed roots should be covered with soil or compost.
Garden pests have not attacked my Sieboldii. Recently there was an
infestation of Strawberry root weevils in an adjoining garden. At that
time I lost many Juliae and Polyanthus though Sieboldii seemed not
to be affected.
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STRAINS
JJnda A. Eic-knian, Newberg, Oregon
One of the keenest delights a grower may experience is to produce
through his own efforts, or accidentally, something that may win recognition as heing a little better than the ordinary either in flower or fruitto find one day a blossom of a shade more exquisite, a color more beautiful, a design more perfect, a stronger stalk, or even an onion of more delicate flavor.
So it is with the primrose grower. He will lift that plant to a more favorable location, yearn over it, cherish, cultivate, and reproduce it. Tie will
be on the alert for the first, blossoms of the offspring, to seo if perchance
the commendable qualities of the parent are repeated. If successful, after
experimentation and multiplication, there is a desire to make known his
creation, to have his neighbors rejoice and share with him.
To distinguish it from others he gives it a name and calls it his strain.
He works, not only to keep most of the seedlings true to the parent, but to
improve upon them until the special qualities are fairly "fixed", and his
"strain" becomes known as different.
Thus have developed the Munstead strain, the Pfitzer strain, the Bartley strain, Carter's strain, British Gold Medal strain, Pacific strain, and
many others. Each one proclaims some trait of superiority, peculiarly uniform, of that strain.
According to horticultural authorities the term "strain" is rather
loosely defined, not strictly circumscribed. M L. Seymour states regarding strain—"a group of individuals within a variety or race w r hich constantly differ in one or more characters from the variety or racial type.
An illustration would be an improved sort of pea, bean, or other vegetable
developed from a well-known variety by a grower or seedsman who would
work up a supply of seed or plants to be sold as his 'strain' of the given
variety. However, it should be kept in mind that a catalog variety or
strain bearing the name of a grower or firm cannot always be clearly
differentiated from the variety, of which it is supposed to be an improvement" (1). lie also states that a "strain" may be developed as a sport
from a single plant.
Norman Taylor describes strain as "a not easily definable category of
plants within a variety. The wyord 'strain' is most often used to indicate a
group of plants within a variety with some character insufficient to make
them worth describing as a distinct variety, but different enough to be
entitled to some designation——Strain, as a horticultural term, is not
much used, and seldom with precision" (2).
To assist in clarifying the definition, the term "variety" is described
from the botanical standpoint as a group or class of plants within a
species separated somewhat from the typical form by some constant
characters (3).
In view, then, of the absence of a strict botanical definition and of a
rather liberal usage of the term "strain" by horticultural authorities, it
would appear that in most instances its use by modern primrose growers
should be accepted as legitimate, and as a point of convenience In the
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description of plants offered by the various growers, hybridists, and commercial producers.
The development of a strain is a fascinating occupation for both the
-amateur and professional grower. Polyanthus and other Primula offer
wide scope to the enthusiast. The whole field of new and varied colors,
and other commendable qualities, in a bunch of seedlings is thrown open,
and the possibilities of future new "strains" seems endless.

After a plant has been selected, the work of perfecting should be continued, by selection, cultivation, and by careful and planned cross-breeding. Once a plant group of novel or richer coloring, or other distinctions
above its predecessors, has been established, it will never be discarded as
commonplace (4).
(1) The Garden Encyclopedia — E. L. Seymour, B. S. A., Wm. H. Wise & Co.,
1936, p. 1147.
(2) The Garden Dictionary—Norman Taylor, Houghton Mifflin Co., 1936, p. 772.
(3) The Garden Dictionary--Norman Taylor, Houghton Mifflin Co., 1936, p. 838.
(4) Primulas for Garden & Greenhouse- E. H. M. Cox and G. C. Taylor, Dulan
& Co. Ltd., London, 1928, p. 48.

NOTES FROM THE SECRETARY
In September, the Hoard of Directors regretfully accepted the resignation of Mrs. John M. Young from they- number. In her place they
persuaded Dr. Matthew C. Riddle to serve the last two months of the
year. Dr. Riddle has worked so admirably with the Iris Society that
we consider it fortunate that he consented to work on our Board.
Last June the Society received some fortunate publicity. The New
York Times had a nice article on primrose culture, and gave the office
of our secretary as reference. Through that publicity we directly have
several fine new members, among them, Mrs. Angelo Patri, who writes,
"Auricula, oft'icinalis, polyanthus (Munstead), cashmeriana, denticulata,
Japonica. are the sorts we plant."
Another new member from this source is Mr. Duncan MacPherson of
Philadelphia. He writes, "Up to this year I have grown only a few of
the better known sorts, acaulis, polyanthus and veris. This fall I planted
Auricula, .luliae Wanda, Sieboldii, rosea grandiflora and denticulata."
A new member in Georgia is Mrs. Corinne Kibler, recently from San
Jose, where her daughter says her primroses attracted a great deal of
attention.
Have lost our member in the Canal Zone—but we are pleased. Mrs.
Ray J. Hunnell haw returned to her home state of Oregon. She says
"Will see primroses next spring!"

A member recently joining is Mr. E. Wiper of Vancouver, B. C. Many
(Continued next page)
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THE DISCOVERER OF P. CUSICKIANA
Across the Oregon Trail from I l l i n o i s w i t h his parents in 1853 came
a young boy, William C o n k l i n Cusick, whose eyes and heart were alert
to the rich plant life along the way. From this time on he must have
spent many pleasant hours roaming the mountains and plains of eastern Oregon. The year 1913 he spent in and around the University of
Oregon arranging and cataloging his collection of approximately ten
thousand specimens of p l a n t s which he sold to the University.
Strangely his education had not included Botany though he had always been interested. It is said that a Portland friend gave him a copy
of dray's First Lessons in Botany. This no doubt had an effect on his
work. He attended an Academy in Dallas, and Willamette University
—the latter in 1864. Each time his education was interrupted with periods of teaching.
Another period of volunteer army service in Crook and Union Counties of Oregon and in Idaho gave him more collecting opportunities.
lie once wrote that he had found wild onions which were a welcome
addition to a bacon and bean diet.
His later years were spent in Union County where he died in October 1922.
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GREETINGS TO THE AMERICAN PRIMROSE SOCIETY
A Committee of members humbly presents this January number of our
Quarterly. We trust our readers will find at least a portion of the pleasure and profit in reading that we have had in the compiling of this
issue. But let us hasten to announce that Mrs. Florence Levy, the editor,
will be with us again in the April issue.
The Ninth Annual Primrose Show will be held in Portland, Oregon
April 23 and 24 this year. Our plans are to make this show more extensive and enjoyable than ever before, with exhibits expected from all
Primrose groups. The Portland group also wishes to send complimentary displays to all other Primrose Shows. Therefore advance notice of
dates of these shows should be sent to our Secretary-Treasurer, Mrs.
Marshall.
Mrs. Marshall is also eager to acknowledge membership dues. They
are still the modest sum of $1.50. However if you wish to become a
sustaining member the fee is $5.00. A larger number of these memberships will give needed additional support to the Society in its furtherance
of the Primrose movement. These dues should be sent to Mrs. Earl A.
Marshall, Sec.-Treas., 1172 S.R. 55th Avenue, Portland 15, Oregon.

I Secretary's Notes from preceding page, concluded)
(Secretary's Notes continued from preceding page?)

northwest visitors to British Columbia recall the Wiper Sweet Shops.
with which he is connected.
This year we have exchange memberships with the American Rock
Garden fliciety, The American Tulip Society and the Scottish Rock
Garden Society. Mr. David Livingstone of the latter, writes, "1 am
particularly interested in Primulas. At the moment, I grow only two
American natives, Primula Ullisiae and Parryi. The former grows and
flowers well but the latter so far has only grown exceedingly well and
not flowered." Also, "I am surprised to hear Primula Ellisiae does not
flourish w i t h you. Here I have been able to flower ii w i t h i n ten months
of sowing seed and at the moment my plants are flowering for the second time this year. Primula Parryi grows well but is shy to flower.
1 think both plants need a considerable amount of water during their
growing season. A compost of one-third loam, one-third leaf mold or
peat and one-third sharp sand seems to suit admirably."
One of our interesting correspondents is Mr. W. N. Law field of England.
He writes he is propagator in the gardens of Hampton Court Palace, one
of the old royal residences. "The gardens are very lovely and we have
crowds of visitors from all over the country and abroad."
Mr. and Mrs. R. p], Kartak, Primrose Society members from Wisconsin, recently visited some of the primrose growers of our Northwest.
When asked for his impressions. Mr. Kartack said, "When I started the
journey to the West I had the impression that we in Wisconsin lagged
behind in Primula culture because of unfavorable growing conditions,
but that is completely dispelled at least so far as the Polyanthus is concerned. As for fall appearance our plants are fully as good as any I
(Continued next page)

find here. The only thing I note is that the growth of the seedlings is
more rapid here due to our dormant period during the heat of summer,
but what does this matter if the young plants come to full flowering
stage the next spring."
We wish to congratulate a group in Taconia who have formed a primrose society, which they call "Taconia and District Primula Society."
The secretary would appreciate being on the mailing list for copies
of catalogues from growers to file for reference.
The secretary enjoys receiving letters or notes from members on their
experiences in primrose growing, especially in far away places, where
the success or failure of their venture is of much interest to all primrose lovers.
Correspondence the secretary-treasurer especially appreciates, "Enclosed is remittance covering dues." These are particularly nice when
the remittance is $5.00 for a sustaining membership.
f
Q T K S T I O N S FHOM M O I H U K S

Q. 1. It would be of great interest to me to know what to do after
the seedlings appear, and from then on until planted in the permanent
beds.
R. A. Knapp, Victoria, B. C.
Ans. (1) When large enough to handle, plant in flat, with richer
soil, allowing space to develop. Put in partial shade, keep moist, until
they are crowded in flat. Then they should be large enough to maintain
themselves in garden. See Year Hook April '49, p. 59 and July, '41).
Q. 2. My soil is a fairly heavy loam with clay subsoil and I would like
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to know how this can best be treated to grow good primroses.
R. A. Knapp, Victoria, B. C.
Ans. (2) Add humus, rotted compost, peat or rotted cow manure.
Clay subsoil will hold moisture which is especially favorable for Asiatics.
See issue of April '49.
MAJESTIC PRIMROSES

PRIMULAS
Asthore Hybrids, summer flowering candelabras in shades of pink,
orchid, rose, apricot and buff.
', llosra, early flowering brilliant, car; mine-rose for moist rocky locations,
•

| Sieholclii, spring blooming, perman-

OHKJOATOR
Seed only, this year, from fine healthy
Polyanthus, 200-300 seeds per pkt. at
$1 each : White, Yellow, Lavender-Pui-]' 1 ''-'
carmine, Pastel (very fine) Flame, Bright'
Red, Maroon, Mixed (inc. blue).
No Blur, Majestic Crown Pink and Coral,
or Warm T^a lighter until 1950 crop.

LINDA A. EICKMAN

211 Kant yiicridan St.

Newberg, Oregon

'. ent shady garden material.
Each of the above, $1.00 pkt.
All Three for $2.50.
Planting instructions.
list of other Primulas.

Illustrated

SHOW AURICULAS

Jlne ClatKes

Finest Edged Varieties, $5 pkt.
Selected Selfs, $2.50 pkt.
Mixed Shows, $2.50 pkt.
Garden Auriculas, Yellow, Mauve
and Blue shades, $1 pkt.
A few plants available 1950

Growers of finer primrose and
pansy seed, Clackamas, Oregon.

M. HIBBERSON
S53 Byng St., Victoria, B.C. Canada

NATIONAL AURICULA AND
PRIMULA SOCIETY (of England)
THE SOCIETY'S YEAR BOOK FOR 1950
Price $1.00 p. pd., Includes Eight Colored Plates,
and articles on cultivation of members of the Primula family,
why plants do, or do not, flower, a dissertation on "Meal" as
it applies to Auriculas and Primulas and other items of sharp
interest to Primula fanciers.
Books may be had after February from Mrs. Earl Marshall,
Sec'y, American Primrose Society, 1172 S.E. 55th Ave.,
Portland 15, Oregon; Florence Levy, Gresham, Oregon; or
direct from the Hon. Sec., R. H. Briggs. "High Bank," RAWTENSTALL, England.

PRIMROSE SEED

Mixed Polyanthus including pastels and
blue, ^4 pkt. 5fic. Blue Ribbon Auricula
seed, mix. % pkt. 50c. Viola seed, mixture of beautiful shades, ',4 pkt. 25c.

TULIP GRANGE PRIMULAS

lit. 1, Jlox 4S4, M o u n t Vernoii, Wash.
List on request
Blue Ribbon strain of Polyanthus,
Acaulis, Juliae Hybrids, Auricula.
Seed _ polyanthus, mixed, 300 for (1.00
Auricula, mixed, 2'M for $1.00

Mary Brown Stewart

Pacific Northwest strain of
Double Polyanthus Primrose Seed
will be available until spring.
Packet $3.
BAY VIEW GARDENS
Route 1, Box 165
Olympia, Wn.

&poAJoutui
I'tu, e'p-tirui
SC •
Julianas in rich colors and delicate tints,
P. Edgeworthii's (P. Winter!) fringed
lavender blooms and P. ronea grandiflora,
tlie most brilliant pink hi the plant world.
List Upon Request
Immediate delivery of plants

WOODLAND ACRES
(Ben and Klla Torpen)
3418 Bertha-II eaverton High way
Beaverton, Oregon

NEW CATALOG
of Bare Primulas and Alpines
From the World's Far Corners
For a wonderful garden and long
flowering season, combine Primulas
with alpines; you will be delighted.
Ask for It, tt Is free.

ALPENGLOW GARDENS
Mlchaud & Company

E. R. 4, Now Westminster, B. C., Canada

Delphinium seed, shades of blue, snow
white, white with blark bee, ^ pkt. 50c
<Wo list)

HELEN'S PRIMROSE GARDENS

16601 M.E. HaUey St. Portland 20, Oregon

CUSTOM GROWING
PEIMULA SEEDLINGS
Types and prices on request.
Retail and wholesale.
HOMESITE GAKDENS

Kt. 3, t i o x 7.">-j

iiel.-o, Wash.

Primroses—Auriculas
Rare Alpines

Larger-! perennial list in the West. Send
today for free illustrated catalog.

LAMB NURSERIES

Box A,

E. 101 Sharp

Spokane, Wn.

IF YOU ARE CURIOUS
about unusual plants,
a characteristic common to keen
horticulturists, you will enjoy
membership In

The American
Rock Garden Society
For particulars, write to
The Secretary
19 Ptttsford Way
Summit, N.J.

Growers and Hybridizers
of

^Famous ^Primroses
1950 catalog ready in February.
Write for copy if not on mailing list.
Barnhaven
Gresham, Ore.

Primula Jidiae Hybrids
Choice Rock Plants
Dwarf Shrubs
Iris
Catalog on Bequest

VETTERLE &
REINELT
Capitola, California

Carl Starker Gardens
Jennings Lodffs, Oregon

Portland Headquarters
for Primrose and
Bulb Enthusiasts
Fertilizers, Peat Moss, Sprays and Dusts,
Soil Fumigants, Weevil Bait, Tobacco
Dust. Garden Seeds and Supplies.
Send for our catalog

BRAEGER'S
OREGON SEED STORE

Originators of
PACIFIC STRAIN
of
POLYANTHUS
PRIMROSES

1*0 S. W. Tamhill St.. Portland 4, Oregon
ATwater 9393

Here Is Another Great Ortho Product

BOTANO deluxe
Botano deluxe Is a new balanced formulation
containing four potent pest killers. Now for the
first time the home gardener is offered all lour
Ln one modern multi-purpose dust No other garden dust offers such effective easy-to-use scientific pest control.
DUST BOTANO deluxe on the soil for control of
wireworm, weevil and other soil Insects.

LAWN GROOM
Does 3 Big Jobs With One Easy Application
Ortho Lawn Groom — The complete lawn treatment. It feeds the soil, kills the weeds and controls
the insects.
California Spray-Chemical Corp.
Richmond, California—Elizabeth, New Jersey,—Orlando,
Florida—Portland, Oregon—Dallas, Texas
Kansas City, Missouri

